Abstract. In the first three sections the question of when a pure state g on a C*-subalgebra B of a C*-algebra A has a unique state extension is studied. It is shown that an extension/is unique if and only if inf||6(o -f(a)\)b\\ = 0 for each a in A, where the inf is taken over those b in B such that 0 < b < 1 and g(b) =* 1. The special cases where B is maximal abelian and/or A -B(H) are treated in more detail. In the remaining sections states of the form ri-> lim^T"*,,, xa), where {■*"}«£« •* a "* °* u™1 vectors in H and % is an ultrafilter are studied.
Introduction. In [10] Kadison and Singer studied the question: if 65 is a maximal abelian subalgebra of $ (%) (the set of bounded linear operators on a separable Hubert space) does each homomorphism of ÍB have a unique state extension to $ (3C)? They showed that if % is isomorphic to L°°(0, 1) then there are homomorphisms of 9> for which distinct state extensions exist. More recently in [13] Reid showed that if $ is a maximal abelian subalgebra of $ (%) which is isomorphic to /°°(N), where N denotes the positive integers, then there are (nontrivial) homomorphisms of <S which do have unique state extensions to iß (%).
In § §1-3 of this paper we study the extension question for arbitrary C*-algebras & and % and give generalizations of some of the results in [10] . In [20] Wils showed that there is a sequence {x"} of unit vectors in DC so that each singular state on ® (DC) may be represented as AoJxJ where % is an ultrafilter on N and for an operator T, Ac^x"](T) = lim^Tx,,, x"). (Recall that a state / on "35 (DC) is singular if f(K) = 0 for each compact operator K on DC.) In §4 we give the obvious generalization of this result to arbitrary C*-algebras. We then use the information developed in the first four sections to study states on % (DC) and states on certain subalgebras of "35 (DC) in § §5-8. For example in §7 we show that if ß is a maximal abelian subalgebra of %(%), which is isomorphic to L°°(0, 1), then there is an orthonormal basis {en) for DC so that for each nonzero homomorphism A on 6 there is an ultrafilter % on N so that AJeJ agrees with h on C Thus, if ^ is the (maximal abelian) subalgebra of diagonal operators in the basis {en}, there is a pure state/ on % (DC) so that/ agrees with the homomorphism h on Q and so that / is also a homomorphism on ty. We also show that no homomorphism of Q has a unique state extension to "35 (DC).
On the other hand, in §8 we show (assuming the continuum hypothesis) that there are free ultrafilters % on N such that the state AcJeJ is the unique state extension of AqJeJl^ (^ is the set of diagonal operators in the orthonormal basis {en}) and such that AcJeJ is not a homomorphism on any subalgebra % of % (DC) which is isomorphic to L°°(0, 1).
Many of the results in this paper are related to the question: does each nonzero homomorphism of ^ have a unique state extension to "35 (DC)? Although we have not been able to settle this question our results do shed some light on the matter. For example, in §8 we show that the method which Reid used to prove that rare ultrafilters have unique state extensions to % (DC) does not work in the general case.
1. The C*-algebra GJlf. Proposition. Let f be a state on a von Neumann algebra â and let A be a selfadjoint element of "DlLy with f(A) = a. If 8 is a Borel subset of the real line such that a is not in the closure of 8 and Ps is the spectral projection of A associated with 8, then f(Ps) = 0. In particular, Fsx G %j.
Proof. By the spectral theorem there is an element B in â so that B(A -ai) = Ps. Hence, f(Ps) = f(B)f(A -ai) = 0.
Thus, if / is a state on a von Neumann algebra, 91ty is the closed linear span of its projections. In some cases one can say even more.
(1.3) Example. Let c denote the cardinality of the continuum and let {aa}a£K be a collection of c infinite subsets of N such that aa n oß is finite if a ¥= ß-For example, identify N with the rational numbers and let {oa} be subsequences which converge to distinct irrationals. Let (en) be an orthonormal basis for the separable Hubert space DC and for each a in k let Pa be the projection of DC onto sp{e": n E oa] (sp{) shall always denote the closed linear span of the set within the brackets). If / is a singular state on % (DC), then/(F0) = 0 for all but a countable number of a's. Indeed, if {a,, ... , a"} is a collection of indices, then P" + P" + • • • + P" < I + K where K = 2(</ P^P".. Since o^ n o is finite if /' =£j, F^F has finite rank if / ¥=j and K is a compact operator. Thus, f(Pa) + • • • +/(F^) < 1 and so there are at most n a's for which f(Pa) > l/n.
Note that this argument shows that if /is a singular state on "35 (DC) and P is a projection on DC such that/(F) = 1, then there is a projection Q < P so that P -Q has infinite rank (F has infinite rank since /(F) = 1) and ÄQ) = 1.
(1.4) Of course, there are no nonzero complex homomorphisms on %(%) as can be seen in a variety of ways. For example, this follows from the fact that commutators (i.e., operators of the form [A", Y] = XY -YX) are norm dense in % (DC) [4] . In fact, if/is a nonzero homomorphism on an A W* -algebra &, then & has an abelian direct summand. For if â does not have an abelian direct summand, then the real vector space generated by products of projections in & is all of & [2] . Hence, if & is an A W*-algebra with no abelian direct summand, and /is a homomorphism of &, then/is real on (£, so/must be 0. Proof. By definition af < ßf < yf. Let X be in & and fix e > 0. Choose T in §f so that || TXT*\\ < a^X) + e. Then, since §f is a semigroup, A = T*T E%f and P*",4|| < ||F*|| ||FAT*|| ||T|| < a/X) + e.
Thus, since e was arbitrary, ßA[X) < otj(X) and so ay = ßf. Now suppose that â is a von Neumann algebra. Fix e > 0 and X in & and choose A in ê^" so that \\AXA\\ < ßA[X) + e/2. If 0 < r < 1, let Fr be the spectral projection of A associated with the interval [1 -r, 1]. Then since A E 911, and f(A) = 1, Pr E %ps by (1.2). Also, by the spectral theorem, \\PrA -Pr\\ < r. Hence, \\PrXPr\\ < \\PrXPr -PrAXPr\\ + \\PrAXP, -PrAXAPr\\ + \\PrAXAPr\\ < 21-11X11 + ||i4A"i4|| < 2a-||A"|| + e/2 + ßAX).
Thus, since r was arbitrary yj(X) < ßj(X) + e and, as before, yJ(X) = ßAX). Proof. We first show tf c afx(0). Let T be in tf and fix e > 0. Let B + and B ~~ be the positive and negative parts of T* T -el, respectively. Then B + and B ~ are in 9IL since T* T is in 911, so
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 0 = (/(F*F))2 = (f(B+ + (el -B-)))2 = (f(B +))2 + 2/(5 +)f(el -B-) + (/(e/ -B-))2. Since B+ > 0 and el -B~ > 0, f(B)+ = 0 and/(fi~) = e -\\B~\\. Then A = £"'fi_ G §/ and pF*F4|| < e. Hence, ||,4F4|| < ||F4|| = \\AT*TA\\X'2 < e1/2.
Since e was arbitrary, a/F) = 0. Let Tx and F2 be in tf. We show that F, + F* G a^'íO). Fix e > 0 and choose Ax in §f so that p,7,^,11 < e/2.
Then yi, G 911, so A,T2A, G £, and there is A2 in S/ so that \\A2AXT2AXA2\\ < e/2. Let S1 = A2AX. Then S G §, ( §, is a semigroup) and \\S(T* + T2)S*\\ < \\STXS*\\ + \\ST2S*\\ < e/2 + e/2 = e.
Hence, aA[Tx + F*) = 0. Conversely, suppose X E & and a/X) = 0. Fix e > 0 and choose A in g/ so that ||v4A^|| < e. Then/(/I)/ -A = I -A E tf n tf. Let Tx = .4AY/ -,4.) and T2 = A-*(7 -A). Then F, and F2 are in £,and ||A--(F, + F2*)|| = ||A" -(AX -AXA + X -AX)\\ = ||i4A^|| < e.
Hence, X is in the norm closure of £, + tf. But by a theorem of Rudin [18] , tf + tf is norm closed and the theorem is proved. Proof. / is a pure state if and only if £, + tf is the null space of / [9] .
(2.5) Corollary. Let f be a state on a C*-algebra & and let /, be the restriction of f to 9IL,. Then f is a pure state if and only if f is the unique state extension of fx to &.
Proof. Since /, is a homomorphism it is a pure state on 911,. By a familiar argument (see [7, 2.10 .1], for example) an extreme point of the set of all state extensions of /, to & must be a pure state. Hence, if / is the unique state extension of/, to &, it is a pure state. Conversely, suppose that/ is a pure state on â and that g is a state on & which agrees with / on 911,. Then §, C §g. Fix X in & and for each integer n choose An in S, so that \\An(X -f(X)I)An\\ < l/n (by (2.4)). Then g(X) = hm g(A"XAn) = lim /(A")g(.4")2 = f(X). Proof. Assume that (b) is true and let g be a state on % (DC) which agrees with / on 911,. Then §g d §, so g is constant on Gj(X) and, by (b), g(X) = f(X). Hence, / is a pure state by (2.5) and (b)=>(a). Since the implication from (c) to (b) is trivial, it only remains to show that (a) => (c). Hence, assume that / is a pure state. Since / is constant on Gf(X) we need only show/(A")7 G Gf(X). Let X be in %(%) and fix e > 0. By (2. Since e was arbitrary, f(X)I E Gf(X), (a) => (c), and the theorem is proved. (2.8) Remark. If/is a singular state on ©(DC) and DC,, DC, and DCz are as in (1.5), then/is a pure state if and only if ir^91L,)|0(2 is irreducible. Indeed, if / is a pure state, the transitivity theorem [7, 2.8.3] shows that Trf^NLf)^ is irreducible. Conversely, if w^91L,)|3C2 is irreducible, choose a projection P so that F and Fx have infinite rank and/(F) = 1. Let If be a partial isometry so that W*W = P and WW* = P±, and let g = f(W* ■ W). Then g(PJ-) = /(F) =1 so g is a state. Let h be the restriction of g to 911,. The map 7rA(F)7AH> tif(T)iTf(W)If determines a unitary transformation U such that L%A(9H,)Í/* = wy<91L,)|x¡. Hence, ^,,(911,) is irreducible and h is a pure state on 911,. If X is an operator, then P^XP^ E 9IL,, so g(A") = h(P LXPx).
Thus, g is the unique extension of h to ©(DC). Hence, by (2.5) g is a pure state on ©(DC) and so/ = g(W■ W*) is a pure state. = 0 by (2.4). Hence, there is C, in §f so that \\CX(BX -f(Bx)l)Cx\\ < r. ThenO < CXAXCX < C,5,C, so ||C,/1,C,|| < ||C,7?,C,|| < ||C,(7?, -/(Z?,)7)C,|| +f(Bx) < 2r.
Since C, G 911, c 9llg, T2CX E tg. Let A2 = C,7^F2C,. Then, as above, there is C2 in §f so that ||C2/12C2|| < 2r. Let fi = CxClCx. Then 5 G S/ and ||S(À--g(X)I)B\\ = p(F, + 7?)*|| < \\BTXB\\ + \\BT^B\\
If © is a von Neumann algebra, as in (2.2) we may choose a spectral projection P of B so that F G §, and ||F¿? -F|| is small. It then follows (as in (2.2)) that \\P(X -g(X)I)P\\ is small and the theorem is proved. [10] . We now give a generalization of Lemma 5 in [10] .
Definition. Let © be a maximal abelian subalgebra of & and let h be a nonzero homomorphism on ©. We say that a subset {Bx, . . . , Bn) is a partition of unity subordinate to h if 0 < B¡ < I for i = 1,2, . . . , n, Bx + B2 + ■ ■ ■ + Bn = I and h(Bx) = 1, h(B2) = • • • = h(B") = 0. We say that & is © -compressible if for each nonzero homomorphism h on ©, for each X in & and each e > 0, there is a partition of unity {B2, . . . , B2) subordinate to h and y in © so that \\B¡(X -Y)B,\\ < e for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. We say that â is orthogonally © -compressible if & is © -compressible and the partition of unity can always be taken to consist of mutually orthogonal projections. .4), and G<%(X) n © = {F}, then for any h in ©(©), h(T) = fh(X) = h(@(X)), and since ©(©) separates points of ©, F = ®(X). Finally, assume that (c) is true. If/ and g are states on & which agree with a homomorphism h on ©, then S, n §g D {unitary elements in © } and so/ and g are constant on Go^X). Since G^(X) n © ¥= 0,/ = g and the corollary is proved. 
States on © (DC).
(5.1) We first assume that DC is a complex Hubert space of infinite (but arbitrarily) dimension.
Let {xa} be a set of unit vectors in DC indexed over a set k. The map an» xa for each a in k extends uniquely to a continuous function of /k into the unit ball of DC with its weak topology. Hence for each ultrafilter %. in /k there is a unique vector y in DC such that \\y\\ < 1 and lim%(xa, z) = (y, z) for all vectors z in DC. We denote this relationship by xa ->• >>(%). It is readily verified that if xa -^yC^ll), then \\y\\ = 1 if and only if lim%||x" ->>|| = 0. We denote this circumstance by xa ->yC3^).
A projection in ©(DC) is abelian if and only if it has rank 1. Thus, a state on © (DC) takes the value 1 at an abelian projection if and only if it is a vector state, and a state annihilates the abelian projections if and only if it annihilates the compact operators on DC, i.e. if and only if it is a singular state. Since the center of © (DC) is trivial, by Glimm's theorem § (© (DC)) consists of convex combinations of vector states and singular states. We now use these facts to show that S (© (DC)) is the continuous image of /?N.
We shall say that a set of unit vectors {xa} is total for ©(DC) if the associated vector states are total for ©(DC). Elements of ©(DC) shall be called operators. Proof. If A is a selfadjoint operator which is not a positive operator, then (Ax, x) < 0 for some unit vector x in DC. Since the xa's are dense in the set of unit vectors, (Axa, xa) < 0 for some index a, so {xa} is total for ©(DC). Hence, by (4. Of course, the map A[xJ is not one-to-one since for each unit vector y in DC, there are distinct ultrafilters % and 'Y so that lim||xo->>||=lim||xa-.y||=0.
One might expect, however, that if a and t are subsets of k such that inf{||xa -xß\\: a E o, ß E t) > 0 and % and °V are ultrafilters such that a G % and t G T, then A,Jxa] =^ Ac^xJ. Our next results show that this is not the case. Proof. Let /x, = {m: i(m) <j(m)) and fa = {m: i(m) >j(m)). Then /i, u ¡i2 = N so either (i, eTor^eT.
Since the proof is the same in either case, assume /x, G T. For each operator F, (5.2).) Each ultrafilter % on N induces a trace t% on ^lf(/i,) as follows. Let tr, be the canonical trace on ©(DC,) normalized so that tr,(7,) = 1, where 7, is the identity on DC,. Let Pj be the projection of DC onto DC,, and for each F in %(nf) put tr^F) = Hm^tXjiPjT).
In this section we show that many states on ^(n) have the form AtJxJ where each x" G DC, for some/ and {«: x" G DC,} is finite. For example, if % is a free ultrafilter on N and dj->co, tr^ has this form. Also, we show that if/ is a state on 6l¡S(n) such that/(7^) = 0 for/ = 1, 2. . . . and such that/is a homomorphism on ^ (the diagonal operators in the basis {en}), then /has this form. This is of interest since it follows from (8.2) that a homomorphism of © has a unique state extension to © (DC) if (and only if) it has a unique state extension to ^(n,) for all sequences {«,}.
(6.2) Let {x"} be a sequence of unit vectors such that each x" G DC, for some/, [n: xn E DC,} is finite for each/ and for each unit vector>> in DC, there is an n so that ||x" ->>|| < l/j.
Theorem. If f is a state in §(<¥(«,)) such that f(Pf) = 0 for each j, then f = AqJxJ for some free ultrafilter % on N.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of (5.5) so we omit the details. As in (5.5) one shows that the restricted range ©' of A[xm] is total for â where now â is ^(ai,) modulo the compact operators in ^lf(n,). The theorem then follows by [7, 3.4 .1]. If lim, dj = oo and % is a free ultrafilter on N then there is a free ultrafilter T on N so that t% = A^xJ.
Proof. The center 2 of ^(n,) is generated as a von Neumann algebra by [Pj) . Hence, tr% is a homomorphism on %. Furthermore, for any unit vector z in DC, tr,(z ® z) = dfx. Thus, since <il is a free ultrafilter and dj -> oo, tr%(F) = 0 for all abelian projections E in ^(/j,). So by Glimm's theorem tr% G S(^lf(w,)) and, since tr^TV) = 0 for all/, tr% has the desired form by (6.2).
(6.4) Theorem. Iffis a state on %(nf) such that f is a homomorphism on 6D, then either f(P) = 1 for some abelian projection P in ^ or else f(E) = Ofor all abelian projections E in %(nj). In particular, if f(Pf) = 0 for all j then f = Ac^xJ for some free ultrafilter *Y on N.
Proof. By our hypothesis,/agrees with A%[e"] on ^ for some ultrafilter % on N. Assume that f(P) = 0 for each abelian projection P in ^ and assume that /(F) = a > 0 for some abelian projection E in %(n). We show that these assumptions lead to a contradiction. As remarked in (6.1) E = 2z, ® Zj where z, G DC, and ||z,|| is 0 or 1 for each/. For each pair of integers (j, k) let Tjk = {": \(zj> en)\2 > k~x) and let Tk = U, t,k. Then the cardinality of each TJk is at most k since ||z,|| < 1. Hence, the projection FTi (onto sp{e": n E rk)) is the sum of at most k abelian projections in ^ and so f(PTk) = 0 for each integer k. Thus, FTX G §, and so f(Ak) = a, where Ak = PT~EPT-. hetyjk = PT^Zj for each pair of integers / and k. For each subset p of N let o(p) = U,ep{«: «,-i < n < n,}. For each integer k, let pk = {/: ||^|| > \a). Then Il^A-^taJI <ïa' so °(Pk) G ^ for each k-Choose A: > 16a-2. Then if / G pk, \(yjk, en)\2 < 16"'a2 for each n and 2"|(>>, e")|2 > 4~xa2. Hence for each/ in pk we may partition the interval {«,_, < n < nf) into r subintervals /i,,, nJ2, . . ., nJr so that SaejjjOyfc, e")|2 < 8_1a2 for 1 < / < r, where r does not depend on j. (Some of the fu's may be empty.) Let ju¡ = U,/i,, for 1 < / < r. Then /x, u ■ • • U /v = w(p*), so /t, G % for exactíy one /. Say /x, G %. Then HF^F^H < 8_1/2a, but ftP^A^) = a, a contradiction.
This proves our first assertion. Since ^ contains the center 2 of ^(/i^/is a homomorphism on 2. Thus, by our first assertion and Glimm's theorem, / G §(<¥(«,)). Hence, if f(Pf) = 0 for all/,/has the desired form by (6.2).
7. States on Q. In [10] Kadison and Singer showed that there are many disinct conditional expectations of ©(DC) onto G and used this fact to infer that not all homomorphisms of G have unique state extensions to ©(DC). In this section we show that the orthonormal basis {<pn} formed by the Haar functions is total for G. It follows from this fact and some of our previous results that (i) each homomorphism h on Gh as distinct state extensions to © (DC), and (ii) for each homomorphism h on G there is a pure state /on © (DC) such that / agrees with h on G and / is a homomorphism on © (the diagonal operators in the basis {<p"}). Thus, for at least one n, (Mwcpn, <p") = ftptp2 dX < 0 so the Haar functions are total for G and the theorem is proved.
If h is a nonzero homomorphism on G, then there is a pure state f on ©(DC) such that f agrees with h on Q andf is also a homomorphism on ©, the diagonal operators determined by the Haar functions.
Proof. Let & be the C*-algebra generated by G and ©. If A is a homomorphism on G then by (7.2) there is an ultrafilter % on N so that AJ<p"] agrees with A on ß. Then AoJ<pn] is a homomorphism on (£ and so there is a pure state/on ©(DC) which agrees with AcJqpJ on &.
(7.4) Theorem. If h is a homomorphism on G then there are distinct pure states f and g on % (DC) such that f and g both agree with h on Q.
Proof. Define a unitary operator S on DC as follows. Let 5<p, = <p2, S<p2 = <¡p" S<p" = <p"+, if n =£ 2J for all /, S<p2,+. = <px+2j for / = 1, 2,-Then S permutes the Haar functions and so is a unitary operator on DC. Note that (S<p", <pn) = 0 for all integers n. Let 8 be a Borel set with X(8) > 0. We show that ||F45F8|| = 1. Since Ps ¥= 0, there is a homomorphism h of G such that h(Ps) = 1. Hence, by (7.2) there is a free ultrafilter % on N so that Since e was arbitrary HFgSFgH = 1. Let /¡bea homomorphism on G. Assume that h has a unique state extension/, to © (DC). Then by (7.2), fh = AcJ<pn] for some free ultrafilter % on DC. Hence, fh(S) = 0 and by (3.2) there is a projection Ps in G so that h(Ps) = 1 and (^¿SF^H <\. Since this contradicts the first part of the proof, h cannot have a unique state extension to © (DC). Proof. Let lim% /Ji^J2 dX = r. We show that if r > 0 then A^J is not a homomorphism on G. Hence assume r > 0. Then either [n: a < a" <1}G %or{/j:0<a"<a}G%.
Since the proof is similar in either case we shall assume that a < a" < 1 for all n. Also, passing to (another) subsequence if necessary we may assume that /J|^"|2 dX > 3r/4 for each integer n. Choose b" for each n so that a < bn <a" and /o"!^!2 dX = \r. We define a sequence of integers [nk) and a sequence of real numbers {ck} inductively as follows. Let c, = bx and n, = 1. If «, < n2 < • • • < nk and cx, c2,. .. ,ck have been chosen, pick nk+x so that nk+x > nk and so that if n > nk+x, then an <ck. Let ck+x = min{¿>": nk < n < nk+x). Note that if k > 1 and nk < n < /j^+1, then c*+1 < b" <an <ck_x. Thus, c, > c3 > . . ., and c2> c4 > .... Let a = {«: nk < n < nk+x, k an odd integer}. Then either a E % or N -aG%. Since the proof is the same in either case, assume o E sll. Let k be an odd integer. Then if nk < n < nk + x, <fa"\xpn\2dX<fCk-'\^\2dX = dn. 8. Ultrafilters with special properties. (8.1) In this section we study the state AcJxJ where the free ultrafilter %. behaves to some degree like a principal ultrafilter. Let {t¿} be a partition of N, let a be a subset of N and let m be an integer. We say that o is m-selective for {rk} if the cardinality of a n rk is no greater than m for each integer k. We say that a is selective for {Tk) if there is an integer m so that o is m-selective for {t^.}. An ultrafilter % on N is called rare if for each partition {tj.} of N into finite sets there is a set a in <2L such that a is selective for {t^}. An ultrafilter % is called selective if for any partition {t^} of N, there is a set a in % which is selective for {rk}. Note that if % is an ultrafilter and o is an element of % which is selective for the partition {rk}, then there is a set p in (in fact;? c o) which is 1-selective for {rk}. An ultrafilter % is called a /»-point if for any partition {rk} of N there is a set o in % such that an^is finite for each k. Clearly, any principal ultrafilter is rare, selective and a /»-point. Also, it is easy to see that an ultrafilter is selective if and only if it is a rare/»-point.
Let % be a/»-point, and let {an} be a bounded complex sequence. Then there is a subset o = {«,} of N so that a G % and a = lin% an = lim, a . For if % is principal, the assertion is obvious, and if % is a free ultrafilter then let rx = {n: a" = a}, t, = {«: \a" -a\> I), and rk = {n: l/(k -1) > \an -a\ > l/k) if k > 1. Then {tx, t" . . . } is a partition of N such that rk G % for all integers k. If tm G %, we may take a = tx. Otherwise, no set of this partition is in % so since % is a /»-point, there is a set o in % so that o f\ rk is finite for all k. Clearly o has the desired properties.
Rudin first studied /»-points in [15] . Apparently, rare ultrafilters were first introduced by Choquet in [5] and [6] where he also considered selective ultrafilters and /»-points. Selective ultrafilters have also been studied by other authors (see [3] for example) and we are not certain where they first appeared in the literature. For more information and further references in this regard, see [14] .
Unfortunately, it is not known if a free /»-point or a free rare ultrafilter exist, if one assumes only the usual axioms of set theory (Zermelo-Frankel set theory plus the axiom of choice). However, existence proofs have been given using stronger (consistent) set theories. For example, it has been shown using the continuum hypothesis that the sets of/»-points, rare ultrafilters, and selective ultrafilters in © N -N are distinct and that each of these sets form a dense subset of cardinality 2C [15] , [5] , [6] , [3] , [14] . Furthermore, it is conjectured in [14] that it can be shown that /»-points exist in ©N -N without resorting to any hypotheses other than the usual axioms of set theory. There is a model of set theory, however in which the only selective ultrafilters are the principal ultrafilters [11], [14] . Hence, in order to construct a selective ultrafilter, one must assume something in addition to the usual axioms of set theory.
(8.2) We continue to consider a separable Hubert space DC with orthonormal basis {en}. As before, if o c N, Pa is the projection of DC onto sp{e": n E o). In [13] Reid showed that if % is a rare ultrafilter, then AcJeJ is the unique pure state extension of the homomorphism which % induces on © (the diagonal operators in the basis {en}). In the first part of this section we show that the technique which Reid used to prove this fact does not work in all cases.
Theorem. If T is an operator and {« } is a sequence of integers then there is a subsequence {rk} of {«,}, a compact operator K and a subset a of N so that
where ^¡S(rk) is the von Neumann algebra defined in (6.1).
Proof. Let n0 = 0 and let Pj be the projection onto sp{e": n,_, < n < /!,} for / = 1, 2, ... Then by the construction K is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Let a = \J k{n: r2k_x <n< r2k}. Then Q2kKPa = Q2kT(P" -Q2k) so that Q2kP"(T -K)Pa = ß2*7ß2, and, similarly, P"(T -K)P"Q2k = Q2kTQ2k. It follows that Pa(T -K)P" E %(rk). Likewise, Pa\T -K)P¿ E %(rk).
If % is a rare ultrafilter, then for each operator T there is a set t in % and a compact operator K so that Pr(T -K)PT E ©.
Proof. Fix F in © (DC) and let «, = /. By (8.2) Pa(T -K)P" + P^(T -K)Pf G %(rk) for a sequence {rk) in N, a subset a of N and a compact operator K. Then either o E % or N -a G %. Say o E Gii. Let r0 = 0 and for each integer k, let rk = {«: rk_x < n < rk). Then {rk} is a partition of N into finite sets so there is a set p in % so that p is 1-selective for {ta}. If t = p n o, then PT(T -K)PT is a diagonal operator.
(8.4) Reid's theorem is an easy consequence of (8.3). Indeed, let % be a rare ultrafilter in © N -N and let h^ be the homomorphism of © which % determines. To show that h^ has a unique state extension to © (DC) it suffices to show that ©(DC) is ©-compressible modulo h^ (by (3.2) ). So let F be an operator and fix e > 0. Then by (8.3) PT(T -K)Pr E © for some t in ^L and some compact operator K. Since K is compact there is a subset a of r such that t -a is finite and HF^FJ < e. Since % is a free ultrafilter, a G %, ||FaFF0 -Pa(T -K)P"\\ < e, and Pa(T -K)P" = PaPr(T -K)PrPa E ©. This motivates the following definition.
Definition. Let & be a C*-subalgebra of © (DC) which contains © and let A% be the homomorphism of © induced by the ultrafilter <3ll. We say that â is strongly © -compressible modulo Ä% if for each T in & and each e > 0 there is a compact operator K in & and a subset o of N with a in % so that Pa(T-K)Pa E ©.
The foregoing remarks show that if & is strongly ©-compressible modulo hau, then â is ©-compressible modulo h^ and so h^ has a unique state extension to &. Also, these remarks show that if % is a rare ultrafilter, then © (DC) is strongly © -compressible modulo /i%. However, this is not the case for every ultrafilter. Proof. Assume to the contrary that ©(DC) is strongly ©-compressible modulo hcfi for every ultrafilter %. Let T be an operator. Then for each % in © N there is a set a% and a compact operator K^ so that P"AF ~ KqùPo^ e ©. The collection {W(o,¡^)}, where % ranges over all ultrafilters on N, is an open cover. It follows that there is a partition {a,, . . . , on) of N and a compact operator K so that P"(T -K)Pa E © for 1 < / < n. We show that there is a projection F in © (DC) such that for each partition {a,, . . . , an} of N and each compact operator K, Pa(P -K)a G © for at least one integer i. Let F be a projection such that üm"(Fe", en) = 0 and F has infinite rank. (For example, let Q" be the n X n matrix each of whose entries is n~x and let F = 2 © ß".) Let {o,, . . . , a"} be a partition of N and let K be a compact operator. Assume that Pa(P -K)Pa¡ G © for 1 < i < n. We show that then F is a compact operator, contradicting the fact that the rank of F is infinite and, thus, establishing the theorem. Since K is a compact operator Umn(Ke", e") = 0. Let D, = Pa¡(P -K)Pa¡ for I < i < n. Then lim"(F»,e", en) = 0 and D¡ is compact for i = 1,2, ... ,n. Hence, PaPPoi = PaKPa + D¡ is a compact operator for i = 1, . . ., n. Let R¡ = F" for / = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then F = 2" RiPRp so R¡PR¡ = F,F2F, = 2, 7?,FÄ,FR, is a compact operator for each /. Since F,FÄ,F7?, > 0 for all / and/, RjPRjPRj is a compact operator for all i and / and, hence, R¡PRj is a compact operator for all i and / (RiPRjPR/ = (RjPRíWRjPRi)) so that F = 2,v R¡PRj is a compact operator. (8.6 ) Remark. It can be shown (assuming the continuum hypothesis) that there is a free ultrafilter % which is not rare, but such that © (DC) is strongly © -compressible modulo h^-The proof is fairly long, however, so we merely present an outline. Fix a partition {t¿} of N into finite, but unbounded intervals. If T is an operator with 0 diagonal and t is a subset of TV which is not selective for {rk}, then there is a subset a of t which is not selective for {rk} but so that Pa TP" is a compact operator. Well-order all operators and all subsets of N as {Ta} and {pa}, respectively, where a runs through the countable ordinals (continuum hypothesis). A collection oa of subsets of N is constructed by transfinite induction. At the ath step of the construction we assume that for all ordinals ß < a sets oß have been selected so that:
(i) oß is not selective for {rk}.
(ii) Either oß ç pß or oß ç N -pß.
(iii) The sets { W(oy)} are decreasing for all y < ß.
(iv) P"(Tß -Kß)Pa G © for some compact operator Kß. Since there are only a countable number of /Ts less than a, by (i) and (iii) it is possible to construct an infinite set ra such that all but a finite number of elements of ra belong to each oß, ra is not selective for {t¿} and either ra c pa or ra c N -pa. Let Da be the diagonal of Ta. Then there is a subset oa of ra so that P"(Ta -Da)Pa = Ka, a compact operator and oa is not selective for (8.7) We say that a state/on © (DC) has the continuous restriction property if there is a maximal abelian subalgebra © of ©(DC) which is unitarily equivalent to G (as defined in §7) and such that/ is a homomorphism on © . We say that/has the discrete restriction property if there is a maximal abelian subalgebra © of © (DC) which is unitarily equivalent to © and such that / is a homomorphism on ©. Recall that any maximal abelian subalgebra of ©(DC) is unitarily equivalent to ©,(2,6©©, or ß © <3" where <5" is the finite dimensional analogue of ©. It follows that if a state /on © (DC) is a homomorphism on a maximal abelian subalgebra of ©(DC), then/has either the continuous restriction property or the discrete restriction property. By (7.3) there are pure states on © (DC) which have both the continuous restriction property and the discrete restriction property. We now show that pure states given by selective ultrafilters have the discrete restriction property but do not have the continuous restriction property. Proof. Suppose that A^JxJ is a homomorphism on a maximal abelian subalgebra © of ©(DC) and that 5©S* = G for some unitary transforma-
